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Comments from reviewers 

Reviewer #1: 

Comments to the Author  

Point 1:  English editing is needed through all the manuscript  

Response: Thank you for your comment. The manuscript has been polished for language by a professional editing 

service company. 

 

Point 2：The authors must define each abbreviation before its first use in the text  

Response:  we listed all the abbreviations in text. 

 

Point 3：Abstract: The authors should elaborate a short coherent abstract respecting the order of CARE 

checklist: Don’t separate sentences with titles (Patient concerns, Interventions, Diagnosis..) 

Response: Thank you for your comment. We rewrote part of abstract. 

 

 

 Point 4. Key words: use MeSH terms  

Response: Thank you for your comment. We have rewrite our key words. 

 

 

Point 5. Introduction: References should be reordered The years of these percentages must be indicated: 

incidence.. 3.7 to 7.2%... Define the abbreviation of CT  

Response:  the references has been reordered, and CT abbreviation was defined. 

 

Point 6. Case presentation: Define the abbreviation of MRI  

Response: MRI was defined. 

 

Point 7. The authors should respect this order to describe the case: Patient information including past 

history / Clinical Findings/ Diagnostic Assessment/ Therapeutic Intervention/ Follow-up and 

Outcomes 

Response: the case presentation has moderated the order. 

 

Point 8. Assessing the case presentation objectively avoids emotions: Unfortunately!  
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Response: Thank you for your comment. We have corrected it. 

 

 

Point 9. Conclusion: to avoid repetition , the author should elaborate the “take-away” lessons of this case 

report in a one paragraph conclusion 

Response: Thank you for your comment. We added a new paragraph in conclusion to elaborate the lessons we got 

from the patient. 

 

 

 

Reviewer #2:  

Comments to the Author 

Point 1:  In order to optimize the grammatical and structural quality of your paper I suggest the revision 

by a native English speaker.  

Response: Thank you for your comment. The manuscript has been polished for language by a professional editing 

service company. 

 

 

 


